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Energy conversion in planetary m.agnetospheres 

VYTENIS VASYL l 0NAS 

10.1 Introduction 

Planetary magnetosphercs, by their very nacure, provide plenty of possibilities for 
the development of energy conversion processes. Fundamentally a planetary mag
netosphere (see e.g. Vol. T, Chapter 10) is s imply the interface between two distinct 
regions: on the outside, the solar wind; on the inside, the ionosphere, atmosphere, 
and surface of the planet. The quite different motions of matter within the two 
regions, together with the role of the magnetic fie ld in mediating the interaction 
between them, lead (almost unavoidably. it seems) to configurations or changing 
energy; the changes occur on a variety of time scales, ranging from quasistatic to 

explosive. 
In keeping with the general approach adopted in this series of textbooks, this 

chapter aims to present energy conver ion in planetary magnetospheres in general 
terms as part of a sub-branch of physics, namely the discipline of magneto
~pheric physics (which in turn is a sub-branch of heliophysics). Many of the 
concepts and basic results, however, originate from specific observations ac and 
near Earth; accordingly, the chapter begins (Section 10.2) with a phenomenologi
cal overview of geophysical processes related to space storms and radiation. The 
physical description of energy conversion processes is then developed (Sections 
10.3, 10.4, I 0.5) and applied to interpret the phenomenology of energy-conversion 
events, both at Earth (Section 10.6) and at other planets (Section 10.7). The chapter 
concludes (Section I 0.8) with a sketch of a possibly universal process. 

10.2 Overview of' disturbances in Earth's space environment 

Of the observed phenomena related to energy conversion processe)i in outer 
space, the polar aurora is the earliest known (with records and craces in his
tory, mythology, literalure, and the arts reaching back millennia; see Chapter 2, 
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and e.g. Eather. 1980) and the easiest to observe even without instrument N 
. ' !>. CXt 

~ome d1 srurban~cs of the Earth:s m.agnetic field, detectable with relatively simple 
mstruments available by the m1d-nmeteenth century. By the early 1wencieth 

ccn. 
tury. the two phenomena were known to be connected and the concept of ·na 

• " 8llet1c 
scor111 was already current: geomagnetic disturbance of wide (global) extent 
· I 1· h on time ca C!> o ours to days. unusuaUy intense storms associated with occurence 

of a.urora a~ unusually low l~titud~s, eviden~e of connection with solar activity. 
Mo1e localized auroral ruarnfesta11ous and mtense geoma"netic disturbanc" . . . · "" ... s at 
l11gh l ~t1tu~es, on time scal~s of minutes to hours. were studied under a variety 
of de~1gnat1ons and ~ynthes1zed much Jater (1960s) into the concept of magneto
splrerrc :mhstorm, with the help of in situ outer space observations which were 
becoming available and proved essential to establish the physical nature of the 
phenomenon. Por brief historical accounts, see e.g. Chapman ( 1969; one of the key 
participants), Siscoe (1980), Egeland ( 1984), and Stern (1991 ). 

The magnetic storm is defined nowadays (Gonzalez ei al., 1994) by the rime 
variation of the geomagnetic Dst (disturbance storm tirne) index, illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 10.1. The Dst index (see e.g. Mayaud, 1980) is a measure of 
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Fig. I 0.1. Schcmaiic rime history of geomagnetic field variation f'or two char
acteri~ti c magnetic storms. Time range: several days. Vertical variation range: 
...... J 00-200 nT. SSC: sto1111 sudden commencement. SO: storm onset. The ltlp 
panel ~how-; the st?r~ <.levelopment in response to a characteristic interplane
iary co:on~l mas~ ~JCCtto~ (ICME), and the boltom panel that for the pa.~sagc of a 
corotat1ng 1nicract1on region (CIR). (Figure adupted from T <,urutuni er al .. 2006.l 
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. uasi-uniform magnetic disturbance field near the Earth, aligned with the dipole 
aq · f 1 · axis (northward for Dst > 0), such as would be produced by a nng o e eetnc cur-

t (westward if Dst < 0) near the equatorial plane. A prolonged (hours to days) ~n . 
incerval of negative Dst values constitutes a magnetic storm. The peak negauve 

cursion is often taken a!:> a measure of !:>torm imensity: Dst -30 nT to -50 nT ex . 
are weak stonns. - 50 n T to - l 00 n T moderate. and over -1 00 n T 1 ntense; stonns 
o\'ef -300 nT occur at most a few times during a solar cycle (Earth's dipole field at 
che equaror is about 3 1 000 nT, for comparison). The storm sudden conunencernent 
and the initial phase of positive Oc;c, which accompany many but not all storms, are 
no longer considered necessary ingredients of the storm concept. 

As discussed in Section l 0.6.2. the field depression quantified by Dst is the result 
of plasma pressure that inflates the dipole field. The essential phenomenon o1~ the 
magnetic storm is thus the addition or a large amount of plasma energy to the di po
lar field region of the magnetosphere. Furthermore, it is now well established that 
this energy addition results from a particular condition in the solar wind: "a suffi
ciently intense and long-lasting interplanetary convection electric field" (Gonzalez 
et al .. 1994), meaning -v x B/c, for the lMF's soulhward component. 

Io contrast to the magneti(; storm. there is much less unanimity on what defines 
a magnetospheric subsrorm ( Rostoker et al., 1980. l 987). Probably the most spec
tacular phenomenon. and the one mo<;t widely used as a unifying concept. i!:> the 
auroral sub torm. summari1ed in the classic figure of Akasofu 0964) reproduced 
here in Fie:. 10.2. which illustrates c;chemalically. by a time sequence of polar views 
of Earth. ilie development of the auroral forms (light-emitting regions) during what 
i called the expansio11 phase of the substorm: beginning with an initial bright
ening at the lowest latitudes near midnight (onset), che aurora intensities greatly. 
becomes very complex in spatial structure (auroral breakup) and expands, pre
dominantly westward and poleward but also eastward. eventually subsiding in a 
recovery phase. This auroral development is accompanied by strong geomagnetic 
disturbances (commonly reaching ,.., 1500 nT and more), with a spatial distribu
tion almost as complex as that of the aurora but describable roughly as equivalent 
to a current above the Ea1th (auroral elecrrojet) that is westward near and before 
midnight and eastward after midnight. Note: although the development shown in 
Fig. 10.2 is in the Northern Hemisphere only, essentially the same sequence also 
occurs simultaneously in the Southern I lemisphere. at the (more or less) magneti
cally conjugate locations (the resemblance to a two-ribbon solar flare, with ribbons 
of opposite magnetic polarity, ha!:> been repeatedly remarked upon). 

Within the magnetosphere, the substorm ex pansion phase is marked by ( I ) 

greatly enhanced intensities and energies of charged particles. (2) changes of the 
magnetic field in the nightside magnetosphere and magnetotail. the initially cail
like field becoming more dipolar (dipolari-:.a1io11). and (3) fast ("'VA) bulk flows 
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Fig. I 0.2. Schematic diagram of an auroral substorm. View from above the North 
Pole, circles of constant geomagnetic lati tude, Sun toward the top (Akasofu, 
1964). 

of plasma in the magnetotaiJ, predominantly away from Earth at larger distances. 
This is the merest sketch of substorm phenomenology; for more detailed account5, 

see e .g. Akasofu ( 1977), Kennel (1995) and Syrjasuo and Donovan (2007). 

Not shown in Fig. I 0 .2 is the substorm growth phase which, was not identified 

until some years after 1964: a time interval ("-'0.5-1 h) preceding the sub
slorm onset, during which magnetospheric convection (see Vol. I, Section 10.4.3) 

observed in the ionosphere is enhanced, the amount of open magnetic flux in 

the magnetosphere increases, and quiet-time auroral forms move equatorward (to 

reach their locations shown in paneJ A of Fig. I 0 .2). Generally, the beginning of 
the growth phase is associated with a southward turning (or an enhancement of 

a pre-existing southward component) of the interplanetary magnetic field Bsw· 
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What changes, if any, of Bsw or other solar wind parameters are associated with 

rhe substom1 onset and expansion phase is a still unsettled controversy; the two 

extreme positions are that the onset (1) is triggered by a northward turning of B:.w 
or (2) is a purely internal development of magnetospheric dynamics. 

Because the presence of a southward component of Bsw (opposite lo the dipole 

field in the Eruth's equatorial plane) appears to be a prerequisite for the occurrence 
of both storms and subslorms, the question may be raised: do magnetic slorms and 

magnetosphe1ic substorms constitute two physically distinct phenomena, or are 

they merely different-time-scale manifestations of a single phenomenon? Aside 

from maners of time scale and sequence, one essential conceptual difference is 

that the defining signature of a magnetic storm represents an enhanced storage 
of plasma energy, while that of a magnetospheric substom1 represents in essence 

(independent of arguments about what it is in detail) an enhanced dissipation of 
energy. 

In summary, geomagnetic and auroral phenomena involve particle energy. stored 
in the magnetosphere (e.g. to inflate the magnetic field) or Lransferred to the atmo

sphere (e.g. to excite the aurora); there are related changes of magnetic field 

configuration, and an evidently significant role is played by the component of the 

int.erpl.anetary magnetic field that can reconnect with the Earth's djpole field. A 
physical description of energy conversion in a general heliophysical context must 
also include other magnetospheres (see e.g. Vol.[, Chapters 10 and 1.3) io which 

the rotation of the planet may be more important than the solar wind. 

10.3 Fundamentals of energy storage, transfer, and loss 

10.3.J Forms of energy 

Throughout this chapter, l take a fundamental physical approach, treating energy 
as afield quantity, Localizable to any point (r, t) of space and time (in contrast to 

an engineering approach, with energy assigned to a particular device, e.g. flywheel , 

capacitor, or inductor). For each form of energy, one has an energy density U (r , t) 

and an energy flux density S(r, t), which satisfy the conservation equation 

au 
8 

. - + \l · = conversion rate, ar (10.1) 

where the right-hand side represents the rate per unit volume of conversion of 
energy into or out of the particular form. 

Three forms of energy are of direct importance for heliophysics: kinetic energy 
of motion. electromagnetic energy, and gravitational energy. The latter two are the 

energies of the two long-range fields which (as discussed in Vol. I, Chapter l ) act 

to organize matter in the cosmos. Nuclear energy (associated with the short-range 
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fundamental forces) is of course the ultimate source of energ)' that PO"'e. 
. . "' IS the 

lummos1ty of the Sun and other stars, but its direct presence is confined 
d JI · · (f · . to eep ste ar mlenors us1on reactions) and, to a minor extent planetary · 
. . . . . · ' inte-

nors (rad1oact1Vlty); elsewhere it only appears in any significant amounts af 
· h - ter converswn to ot er tom1s. 

Kinetic energy of motion includes both energy of bulk flow and energy of ther
mal motions; the total, including both, is conveniently referred to as mechanical 
energy, for which the conservation equation ( l O. l) takes the form 

() 

fJt Urnech + V · [vUmech + P · V + q] = E · J + p v · g, (10.2) 

Umcch = ~ ,ov2 + €, E = Trace (P) . 

For elecn·omagnetic energy, the conservation equation is given by Poynting's 
theorem 

a1[ 2 2] [c J - - B + E + V · - E x B = - E. J. dt 8;r 4;r (10.3) 

For gravitational energy, an approximate expression adequate for most purposes of 
heliophysics and magnetospheric physics (Siscoe, 1983) is 

a 
ar [p<I>a l + V' . [pv<l>aJ = -,ov. g. ( 10.4) 

(In the above equations, p is the mass density, v the bulk flow velocity, P the 
pressure tensor, q the heat flux vector, B tJ1e magnetic and E the electric field, 
J the electric cun·ent density, <I>c the gravitatfonal potential, and g = -V<t>c the 
gravitational acceleration.) 

The conversion rates between different forms of energy are given by 

and 

E · J > 0 electromagnetic - mechanical 
E · J < 0 mechanical - electromagnetic 

pv · g > 0 gravjtational --* mechanical 

p v · g < 0 mechanical - gravitational ; 

(10.5) 

(10.6) 

there is no direct conversion between electrnmagneric and gravitational energy (at 
least as long as general relativistic effects are neglected). If all the energy equations 
(10.2), Cl 0.3), and (10.4) are added together, the conversion terms on the righc-hand 
sides add to zero, implying conservation of total energy: 

a 
~ U 1oral + V · Scotal = 0. 
ut (10.7) 
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Note that the conversion rates are not independent of frame of reference. All 
three quantities - energy density, energy flux density, and energy convers10n rate 
' , with choice of frame of reference, in such a way that the form of the energy 
\;ation remains invariant. Sometimes a profound significance is c laimed for the 
eq O b · ·d ifi d "d " · ·on of E . J, regions witJ1 E · J < 0 or > erng 1 ent e as ynamo 01 

~:~ad"'. respectively ; since physics is frame-independent, this distinction cannot be 
fundamental. 

10.3.2 Sources of energy for magnetospheres 

Strictly speaking, there can be no source of energy as such: according co Eq. (10.7), 

energy can neither be created nor be destroyed but can only be converted from one 
form to another or transported from one region to another. For a region bounded m 
space such as a planetary magnetosphere, however, the term energy source is often 
applied to energy transported into the region ac~·oss the .boundary. T~e external 

· source (in this sense) of energy for a planet and its associated system 1s the Sun, 
which supplies energy in two forms: electromagnetic radiation and the solar wiud. 
The power carried by the electromagnetic radiation (solar luminosity) is observed 
to exceed that carried by the solar wind by a factor "'l 06; with Vsw I c ""' I 0-3, this 
implies that the rate at which the Sun is losing mass through relativistic energy
equivalent mass removaJ by the solar radiation is comparable to 1he mass outflow 
by the solar wind (Axford, 1985). 

The solar radiation is the dominant energy source for the planet, the atmosphere, 
and part of the ionosphere. For the magnetosphere and the upper regions of the 
ionosphere, on the other hand, the solar wind is the only significant external source 
of energy available; solar radiation does not interact at al l with these regions, where 
the density of matter is sufficiently low to make the mean free path for interaction 
with photons vastly larger than the size (column depth) of the system. (For the 
same reason, dynamics of the solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field can 
be treated without reference to the omnipresent solar visible radiation: al I AU, for 
instance, one discusses magnetic fields typically of order,....., 10 nT and electric fields 
,._,4 m V m- 1

, while ignoring magnetic fields ~ 103 nT and electric fields r-....30 V m- 1 

that are simultaneously present - albeit oscillating at~ I 0 15 Hz.) 

When considering the soJar wind as the energy source, only the kinetic energy of 
plasma bulk flow is of importance; the thermal and magnetic energies of the solar 
wind can be neglected, for a reason somewhat more subtle than might appear at 
first. They are small compared to the kinetic energy of the bulk flow, but not nec
essarily small compared to energies dissipated in the magnetosphere; the reason 
they are not imponant is that at the bow shock they are overwhelmed by additionaJ 
thermal and magnetic energies extracted from the flow. Furthennore, to transfer 
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magnetic energy across the magnetopause requires a normal co 
p . , . . . mponent of h 

oyntrng vecto1, hence a tangential component of the electric field ._, h . 1 e 
·th h . 'Wiuc l11tera · w1 t e magnetopause current to extract more mechan:icaJ energy fro h ct, 

thus the Poynting vector just inside the magnetopause is in oeaeoraJ com I le plasma: 
fi· . -. . . · . ~· ' 0 mp etcly ct· 
erent tiorn the Poynring vector JUSt outside (and also fro m the p . it-

. h l . . oyntincr veet 
Ill t e so ar wmd). The mterplanetary magnetic field does evert a d . o or 

. . . '' ommant in1J _ 
ence on energy conversion processes m a planetary maonetosphere b t . .0 

b 1 - · · 0 
• u Pnmaril Y contro of magnettc reconnecnon processes and open field lines_ . } 

f th I · • · · not by earn. o e so ar -\N md Poynt111g flux mto the magnetosphere. ~ 1 

An interior source of energy available for a planetary maonetosph · 
. . _ '· o ere rs plan-

etary rotat10n (other sources of energy internal to the planet 
0 

h . 
d. · · , e .o. eating by 

ra 10act1vi ty or by slow contraction, have in general no direct interaction . h 
magnetosphere). W1t the 

10.3.3 Energy loss and dissipatiofl processes 

Analogously to ·:energ_y source", the te1m energy loss (or sink) is often used 
10 

den me a process m which energy is transported out of the reoio11 uiide. , ·d 
· 1 . o 1 cons1 era. 

hon, ore se rransformed mto a form that aUows it to escape t'ro th · 
. . · · m e system with 

no further mteractton. A related concept is that of enei1Jv dissipatioii a . , . · 
h. h · . . ., p1ocess 111 

w IC energy is transformed mto heat in the thennodynarn:ic sense. with increase 
<.:f entropy (for a det~~ed discussion in relation to the energy and momentum equa
tJOns, see e.g. Vas~hunas and Song, 2005; the dissipation rate so defined. unlike 
the energy co~version rate, is independent of frame of reference). 

The following are among the principal Joss and dissipation processes in plane
~ary rn~gnetospheres, e~ergy being lost primarily to the atmosphere in (1 ) and (2) 
and berng removed outside the sysc.ern (to "infinity") in (3) and (4): 

(I) Collisional and Joule heating in the ionosphere If. tI
1
e b lk ft · f I . . . . u ow o p asma 

differs from t~e bulk fl?w of the neutral atmosphere (usually as a consequence of 
magnetos_phenc dynam1cs), there is energy dissipation g iven by E* .. J, where E* is 
the electnc fie ld in the frame of reference of the neutral atmosphere. This is com
monly referred ro _as ·:ion~s~heric Joule heating", but Vasyliunas and Song (2005) 
have shown that m fact Jt is primarily frictional heating by collisions between 
Pl1a~ma and ne~tral pai~icles; Joule heating in the n·ue physical sense (E' . J, where 
E IS the el.ectnc field m the frame of reference of the plasma) contributing only a 
smaJJ fractton of the total. The energy is removed from the mao-netic field and con
verted (via_kinetic energy of relative bulk flow as an intermedi=ry) to heat (them1al 
energy), with the heating rate per unit volume partitioned approximately equally 
be tween plasma and neutrals. 
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'>) Charged-particle precipitation Energetic charged particles that enter the 
'~mosphere from above are usually said to be precipitating. They penetrate into 
:he atmosphere to a depth that increases with increasing energy, until their energy 
i~ lost, going partly into heating the atmosphere and partly into ionization or other 

interactions. 
One source of precipitating particles is simple loss from the radiation belts (see 

Chapter l l ) or from the 1ing current and plasma sheet regions; the energy deposited 
in ihe atmosphere is taken from the mechanical (thermal) energy of the respective 
magnetospheric particle populations. In addition to chese particles that precipi
tate merely because their velocity vectors are oriented in the appropriate direction, 
there are other sources of precipitating charged particles, in which the energy and 
ihe intensity of the particles have been enhanced by an acceleration process. In 
particular, the auroral phenomena that occur in nearly aU of the planetary magne
tospheres observed to date are generally interpreted as resulting from some special 
acceleration process that supplies the required intensities of precipitating charged 
particles. A widely accepted model, developed from extensive studies at Earth and 
3pplied to aurora at Jupiter and at Saturn, ascribes auroral acceleration to Birkeland 
(magnetic-field-aligned) electric currents accompanied by electric fields parallel to 
tlie magnetic field; the rate of energy supply to the precipitating particles is £11111, 
hence the added energy is taken out of the magnetic field (in this model, aurora 
occurs only when the Birkeland ctment is directed upward, co1Tesponding to elec
tron motion downward). Auroral acceleration has also been associated with intense 
Alfvenic turbulence (which contains fl uctuating Birkeland currents). For detailed 
reviews, see e.g. Paschmann et al. (2003) and references therein. 

(3) Emission of electromagnetic radiation A variety of processes in planetary 
magnecospheres produce electromagnetic radiation of various types: atomic and 
molecular line emissions (from the aurora and from magnetospheric interactions 
with plasma and neutral tori), radio waves (wideband and narrowband), a veritable 
zoo of plasma waves, and even X-rays (bremsstrahlung from precipitating elec
trons and, possibly, nuclear line emissions excited by very energetic precipitating 
particles). Some aspects are discussed in Chapter 4; the emissions are of course of 
great interest for remote sensing of the associated processes. As far as the ener
getics of planetary magnetospheres are concerned, however, the amount of energy 
involved is negligibly small for most emissions, with only a few exceptions (UV 
radiation from the Io torus at Jupiter). 

(4) Energetic neutral particle escape Neutral particles that remain within a 
magnetosphere must be gravitationally bound to the planet; plasma particles within 
the magnetosphere, on the other hand, typically have speeds that exceed (often 
by a large factor) the gravitational escape speed - plasma is held within the 
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magnetosphere by the magnetic field, not by gravity (the magnetic field itself 
however, must be anchored to the planet by its gravity, as discussed in Vol. 

1
' 

Chapter l ). Charge-exchange collisions between ions and neutrals, in which th~ 
outgoing neutral has the velocity of the incoming ion and vice versa, thus produce 

fast neutrals that escape from the system immediately, with their (newly acquired) 
kinetic energy. This process represents a loss (generaUy by quite significant 

amounts) both of neutral particles and of energy from the magnetosphere. 

(5) Dissipation 1>rocesses in the magnetosphere In regions of the magneto. 

sphere with major departures from the MHD approximation (particularly where 

magnetic reconnection is occurring) dissipative processes such as Joule heating 
associated with effective resistivity may be significant. The primary effect is not 

energy loss but enhancement of conversion from magnetic to thermal energy. 

10.3.4 Reservoirs of energy 

The field approach to energy implies that energy may be regarded as stored in 

space, the energy density of the various forms being given by the terms that are 

time-differentiated in the energy equations (10.2). (10.3), and (10.4). The primary 

reservoir of stored mechanical energy in a planetary magnetosphere is the ther

mal energy of its various plasma structures, especially the plasma sheet of the 
magnetotail or magnetodisk, the ring current, and the plasma and neutral tori asso

ciated with the planet's moons (see e.g. the description of the structures in Vol I. 
Section 10.5.3); the kinetic energy of bulk flow of magnetospheric plasma also 

plays a role, particularly for plasma tori and in the case of rapid changes discussed 
in Section 10.5. 

The primary reservoir of stored electromagnetic energy of importance for a plan· 

etary magnetosphere is the energy of 1J1e magnetic tield; except for high-frequency 

radiation , which does not interact with the magnetosphere, the energy in the electric 

field is negligible in comparison to that in the magnetic field. Because the energy of 
the planetary dipole field itself does not change (except on time scales of the sec· 
ular variation, ""102 - 103 years for Earth) and thus has no effect on the energetics 

of the magnetosphere, a convenient measure of stored electromagnetic energy is 

the energy of the total magnetic field minus the (unchanging) energy of the dipole 
field: 

8~ f [ 8 2 
- (Bdipo1e)

2
] dV. 

The stored gravitational energy can be changed only by a nel radial displacement 

of matter; any such effects in the magnetosphere are for the most part negligible in 

comparison to changes of mechanical or magnetic energy. 
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10.4 Energy budget of magnetospheres 

The topic of this chapter may now be formulated as follows: the primary sources 

of energy for a planetary magnetosphere being tl1e kinetic energy of bulk flow, 
both exterior (solar wind flow) and interior (planetary rotation) to the magne

tospheric vol ume, by what process and in what form does the energy enter the 
magnecosphere, what are its flow paths and conversions within the magnetosphere, 

what are its ultimate sinks, and what determines the time history of these develop

ments? In this section. I first consider these questions without reference to explicit 

time variations, with particular attention to the role of stress balance and magnetic 

flux transfer (some of the issues are briefly discussed also in Vol. I, Chapter I l), 

leading to the construction (Section 10.4.3) of a schematic diagram for the mag
netospheric global energy budget in a quasi-steady or time-averaged context. Then 

r consider in Section l 0.5 the time-varying energy conversion processes, many of 

which can be described as consequences of time offsets or delays in the interactions 

corresponding to particular branches of the average energy budget diagram. 

10.4.1 Extracting energy .from bulk flow 

Bulk flow of a medium carries not only kinetic energy but also linear momentum; 

extracting kinetic energy from the flow necessarily means also extracting linear 

momentum, which requires a force to be applied to the medium. Similarly. rotation 
of a body ca1Ties angular momentum; extracting kinetic energy from the rotation 

necessarily means also extracting angular momentum, which requires a torque to 

be applied to the body. 

( J) Relation between global energy input rate and force/torque The net rate 

of energy extraction (power) Psw from solar wind flow is equal to the difference 
of the solar wind kinetic energy flux across two surfaces perpendicular to the Sun

planet line, su1face I ahead of the bow shock and surface 2 far downstream of the 

entire interaction. 

P = ~ 1 pv
3 clA - ~ 1 pv

3 clA SW 2 ? 
I - 2 

= ~ J pv(vt - v~) dA 

= sft v t.v ( 10.8) 

(subscripts sw on p and v have been omitted. for simplicity), and the total force F 
is similarly equal to the difference of the linear momentum flux, 

F = 1 pv2 dA -1 pv
2 dA = SrrAv. (10.9) 
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where Ll v = v1 - v2 , v = Cv1 + Th.)/2 (bars indicate suitable averages) and 

Sf1 = f pv dA '.::::'. 1 pv dA (l0.10) 

is the amount of mass per unit time flowing through the region of interaction 

between the solar wind and the magnetosphere, to be distinguished from Ssw. the 

mass input rate from the solar wind into the magnetosphere discussed in Vol. J. 
Section 10.6.2. (Note: magnetic and thennal contributions to solar wind energy 

and momentum flux have been neglected as small in comparison to those of the 
bulk flow.) Combining Eqs. (10.8) and (10.9) yields a relation between the power 
and the force (in the direction of solar wind flow) , 

P sw =Fu, (JO.J l) 

which was used first by Siscoe ( J 966) and Siscoe and Cummings ( 1969) to esti

mate the energy input into the terrestrial magnetosphere, under the assumption that 
the relevant force F is the tangential (magnetotail) force acting primarily on the 

nightside, F1v1r (see detailed discussion of forces in Vol. I. Section I 0.3.2). (Note: 

if F is equated to the pressure force Frvir on the entire magnetopause, it can be 

shown that the associated P does not go into the magnetosphere but represents the 

power expended in iJTeversible heating at the bow shock (see also Section 10.4.3).) 
Calculating rhe power extracted from planetary rotation is somewhat simpler. 

The angular momentum of the rotating planet is In0 and the kinetic energy of 

rotation is fin0
2

, where I is the moment of inertia and n0 the angular frequency of 
rotation (the subscript 0 designates the rotation frequency of the planet, as distinct 

from, e.g., the atmosphere or the magnetosphere). With T the torque on the planet 
(component along the rotation axis), 

d ( 2) d Prm = - ~Ino = no - (Ino) = Trlo. 
dt dt (10.12} 

a relation between the power and the torque, completely analogous to Eg. (10.11 ). 
(In principle, no decreases with time as the result of the torque, but in practice the 

rate of decrease is completely negligible. The time for the present magnctospheric 

torque co reduce appreciably the planet's rate of rotation is several orders of mag
nitude longer than the Hubble time, both at Jupiter and at Earth; for the latter. this 

implies that the magnetospheric torque is much smaller than the lunar tidal torque.) 

(2) Implications for linear/angular momentum The linear or angular momen

tum that is extracted together with the kinetic energy is a conserved quantity; it 
cannot simply disappear, and its further transport must be accounted for. 

What happens to the lineiu momentum extracted from the solar wind tlow is 

well understood: it is transferred to and exe1ts an added force on the massive 
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Janet (Siscoe, 1966; Siscoe and Siebert, 2006; Vasyliiinas, 2007; see dis~ussion 

~ Vol. I, Section 10.3.2). The angular momentum extracted from t~e 10.tat'.on 

~of the planet, on the other hand, can only be re1~0,~ed .to " infinity", and 1dent1fy~ng 
the mechanism by which it is transporte·d· ~way 1s md1spensable for understanding 

me interaction. There are several poss1b1hhes: . _ 
(a) Jn magnetospheres with a significant mtenor source Sot plasma (from moons 

lanetary rings), angular momentum can be advected by the outward transport 
or p For the simple example of plasma corotating rigidly out to a distance RH of mass. . . 
nd coasting freely beyond RH (an approximation to the parttal-corotation model 

~iscussed in Vol. I, Section 10.4.4 ), angular momentum is tra~sported outward at 

the rate S RH
2n0, hence from Eq. (10.12) the extracted power is 

'P ~s,..., 2 R 2 
ro1 - ~GO H ' (10.13) 

one half of which goes into the kinetic energy of bulk flow of the outflowing plas~a 

(in th.is model), and the remainder is available for powering other magnetosphenc 

processes (proposed for the magnetosphere of Jupiter by Dess1er, 1980, and by 

Eviatar and Siscoe. 1980). . . 
(b) If the solar wind exerts a tangential force on the magnetosphere .• 1t will also 

exert a torque whenever the dist1ibution of the force is not s~mme~nc about the 

plane containing the solar wind velocity and the.planet~ry rotation axis. T~e torque 
may be estimated as T ~ RMp!::,. F, where RMP 1s the distance to the days1de mag

netopause and .6.F is the difference between the force on the dawn and. on the dusk 

side; this gives the ratio of power from rotation to power from solar wmd flow as 

Pr0 1/ Psw ....,_, (.6.F /F) (no RMP/lisw) · ( 10.14) 

lo a slowly rotatincr magnetosphere such as Earth. noRMP/Vsw = E « J and one 
also expects t. F / F to scale as ,..,_,.€; hence the power extracted from rotation by the 

solar wind torque is negligible. . 

(c) In a rapidly rotating open magnetosphere, on the other hand, ma~net1c field 
lines that extend from the planet into the solar wind may become twisted (by a 

process analogous to the formation of the Parker spiral in the sol~- wind), cre

ating a Maxwell stress that transports angular momentum outward mto the solar 

wind. This mechanism of extracting energy from planetary rotation was proposed 

by Isbell et al. (1984) for Jupiter (where it is now considered not important in 

comparison to mass outflow) and by Hill et al. (1983) for ~ranus. . . 
(d) 1f the magnetic rnomenl of the planet is tilted relative to the rotation axis, 

electromagnetic waves that carry away angular momentum may be generated by 
the rotation. This is generally believed to be the primary mechanism for energy 

loss from pulsars but is negligible for systems that ~u·e very smaU in comparison to 
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c/Qo, the radius of Lhe speed-of-light cylinder (which is the case for aU planet~ in 
our solar system and their magnetospheres). 

10.4.2 Role of magnetic flux transport 

To extract kinetic energy from bulk flow, whether exterior (solar wind) or interior 
(planetary rotation), and inject it into the magnetosphere, the first step is to slow 
down the flow by the action of magnetic force at the inte1face. For the solar wind. 
this is sketched in Fig. 10.3a, which should be looked at in the context of a more 

complete representation of the open magnetosphere (e.g. Fig. 10.3 or Fig. 13.4 in 

Vol. I). As the plasma flow through the current layer implied by the sbarp turn of 

the magnetic field, it is s lowed down by the J x B force. by an amount 6. v read

ily estimated as the Alfven speed based on the internal field BT and the external 
density p, 

6.v ~BT/ (4rrp) 112 , (10. 15) 

and the (i nitially mechanical) energy flux density incident on the outside continues 
into the inside of the magnetotail as an electromagnetic energy flux density (Poym

ing vector). The interface is here idealized as a thin magnetopause, but in reality it 

must have appreciable thickness so that the amount of plasma Sri flowing through 

the interaction region carries sufficient energy to account for the energy input into 

the magnetotai I. The energy input rate from Eq. ( I 0.11) with the force equal to FMr 
given by Eq. ( 10.7) in Vol. I is 

'Psw~(Bi/8.rr)Arv, (J0.16) 

(a) (h) 

~--·-·-·"""'''' 

( 
\. 

'·· 

Fig. 10.3. (a) Deformalion of magnetotail field by exlcrnal plasma flow. Solid 
lines: magnetic field lines. Dashed arrows: plasma flow direction. Doned line: 
magnetopause. (b) Deformation of planetary magnetic field by torque from mag
netospheric pla-;ma clement (black sphere). Solid line: actual magnetic field line. 
Dashed line: undistorted magnetic field line. Arrow on planet 's surface: direction 
of rotational motion . 
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which combi ned with Eqs. (10.8) and (10.15) gives 

Sf1 ~ p Arv [BT/ ( 167rpv2
)

112
]: ( 10. 17) 

at Earth. This implies that mass flow through the interaction region must be a 
sionifica nl fraction ("-'1/4) of solar wind flux through an area equal to the cross 

s:Ction of the magnelotail (for a more detailed discussion, see e.g. Yasyliunas, 

1987). 
A qualitative but more physical way of looking at the interaction is to note that 

the flow of the solar wind plasma (massive in comparison to plasma in the magneto

tail) is carrying the open magnetic field lines with it. while at the same time the feet 

of these field lines remain anchored to the planet (although free to move laterally. 

cf. Vol. [.Section 10.4.1); tbe length of a magnetic flux tube is thus increa ing, 

but its cross-sectional area remai ns nearly constant (the field magnitude is fixed 

by the external pressure), hence the volume and with it the magnetic energy con

tent is increasing. (For the plasma, the process is approximately a free expansion; 

. hence the plasma energy content does not change much and is small in any case.) 

From this poim of view, the energy input is closely related to the transport rate 
of open magnetic fl ux, from recoru1ection in the dayside to the magnetotail in the 

nightside; the question of the amount of energy involved is connected to the fun

damemal question of the length the rnagnetotail - how far can an open field line be 
stretched before it must reconnect and flow back as a closed field line? 

Also sketched in Fig. I 0.3a is a closed field Linc, flowing toward the planet and 

carrying the return magnetic flux. The volume of the flux tube is decreasing, and 
the plasma energy (greatly enhanced already by the reconnection process from the 

open to the closed field) is being increased by adiabatic compression. This can be 

shown to be a conversion of energy from magnetic to mechanical and is further 

discussed in Section I 0.4.3 (energization by adiabatic compression is equivalent to 

energization by particle drift along the electric field; Hines, l 963). 

For planetary rotation. the conversion of kinetic into magnetic energy is sketched 
in Fig. 10.3b. The prerequisite is a mechanical torque (directed against the rotation) 

in the magnetosphere; most easily visuaJized is simple inertia of a plasma e lement, 

which holds back the equatorial segment of a magnetic fieJd line, while the feet of 

the field line at the planet continue to corotate, thus creating an azimuthal magnetic 

field and increasing the magnetic energy. IT the plasma e lement were to remain at 
a fixed radial distance indefinitely. it would ultimately be brought up to full coro

tation and the azimuthal field would disappear; the outward transport proce (see 

Vol. I, Sections 10.5.2, 13.2. J, and 13.3.4). however, removes the plasma in a finite 

time. The energy input rate thus depends on the rate of mass outflow. which in 
tum is coupled to circulation of magnetic flux (Vol. I, Chapter 10 and references 
therein). 
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Note that in both cases the kinetic eneroy is first converted into mag t. 
., , . "' . ' ne 1c en er , 

The e~ergy extracted ho~ pla~etary rotation can be transported outward, at ai~~ 
tudes JUSt above the top ot the ionosphere only by the Poynting vecto . 
J . . . ' r - Wtth the 
ow density of matter m thts region, any mechanical enefO')' flux dens·t · . 
] 1 , • "' 

1 Y IS Sllll-
p ) too small. That the energy mpuc from the solar wind enters the mao t 

. . . . · ' tone osphere 
predom.inantl~ 111.magnettc fo~·rn is c?nfu-med, at Earth, by the observation that the 
energy input iate is an order of magnitude larger than the mass input rate mul · I' 
by 1 v;w (Hi II, 1979). ltp ted 

10.4.3 Energy budget diagram 

A schematic diagram for the principal enero-y flow and transfonnation . 
. . o p1 ocesses 
111 a planetary magnetosphere-ionosphere system interactino with the solar · d . h . . o Wiil 
is s own in F'.g. 10.4. This is a s implified synthesis of more detailed enerov 
tlow charts de1:1ved for two extreme cases, solar wind energy source (Earth) a~d 
planetary-rotation energy source with planetary-moon mass source (Jupiter)· ~ 
th li d · or . e _more comp cat~ case of Saturn, where these two sources are of compara-
ble 1'.nportance, d~tailed srndies of the magnelosphere have only recently become 
possible (see Sectton I 0.7. I ). Here, 1 concentrate on energy aspects only; for a 
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Fig._ l 0.4. (Simplified) general energy flow chart for planetary magnetospheres 
and 10n?spheres. Rectangular box.es: energy reservoirs. Rounded boxes: energy 
s111ks. Lmes: energy flow/conversion processes. (Note: only the eneray-ftow paths 
are shown. not· the mass-flow paths.) 0 
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more general discussion. including plasma sources and transport. see Chapters 10, 

IJ,and 13 in Vol. L 
In fig. 10.4, the primary source of energy - bulk-flow kinetic energy, e ither of 

the solar wind or of planetary rotation - is shown by the double-Lined box. Energy 
reservoirs are shown by rectangular boxes (with form of energy identified). Energy 
sinks, where energy is dissipated or leaves the system, are shown by rounded boxes 
(for all forms). Plasma mechanical energy is shown as a single reservoir, lump
ing together the various plasma regions and their thermal and bulk-flow energies. 
Magnetic energy is shown as two reservoirs: one coupled directly to the source 
(magnetotail, for the solar wind; wrapped-up field, for rotation), the other from 
inflation of the dipole field by plasma within the magnetosphere. Energy conversion 
processes are shown by connecting lines, with arrows indicating the direction of 
energy flow. The labels on lhe lines are keyed to the discussion of the correspond
ing process in the text; subscript (sw) or (rot) - process important only for dominant 
<>olar-wind or dominant rotation source, respectively; no subscript - important for 
both. Processes of minor importance on the scale of the entire magnetosphere (e.g. 
direct parcicle precip.itation into the atmosphere from the magnetosheath or from 
the solar wind) have been left out. 

( J) Process I is the initial conversion of bulk-flow kinetic energy into magnetic 
energy, described in Section 10.4.2. With the solar wind source, the magnetic 
energy is stored predominantly in the magnetota.il. With the planetary-rotation 
source, the magnetic energy is stored predomi nanlly in the azi muthal magnetic 
field, which is in the direction of lagging behind rotation of the planet (like the 
Parker spiral relative to rmation of the Sun). 

(2) Process II is conversion of magnetic energy into mechanical energy that is 
then stored in magnetospheric plasma. It includes fonnation and energization 
of the plas111a sheet (by magnetic reconnection and adiabatic compress.ion, see 
Section 10.4.2) and energization of the plas111a in the ring current region (pre
dominantly by adiabatic compression during inward transport; although energy is 
also removed of course by adiabatic expansion during outward trMsport, the net 
effect is energy addition as long as there is a net inflow of plasma, to increase the 
ring current or maintain it against losses). Additionally, in magnetospheres with a 
significant interior source of plasma from a moon (lo at Jupiter, Enceladus at Sat
urn) there is the pick-up process: ionization of s low-moving (Keplerian) neutrals 
in the presence of flowing (nearly corotating) plasma, which imparts both flow and 
thermal energy to the ions. 

(3) Process ff is also conversion of magnetic energy into mechanical energy 
which, however, goes directly into the ionosphere and the aurora (these are not 
shown in Fig. 10.4 - as far as the energy budget is concerned, they are simply 
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intermediaries in the process by which magnetic energy is converted to heat Of 
the atmosphere). The process, clo<;ely as~ociated with Birke land currents, consi 

primarily of collisional and Joule heating of the ionosphere as welJ as auro~~ 
acceleratiou and precipitation (Section J 0.3.3 ). 

(4) Processes III, JII', Ill" represent the los~ of energy (mechanical and magnetic) 
by outflow down the dfatant magnelotail ; they all involve magnetic reconnectio n. 
since the magnetic field lines must sooner or later become disconnected from the 

planetary dipole. ln a rotation-dominated magnetosphere, processes Ill' and lll'' 

are related to the formation of the planerary/magnetospheric wind (see Vol. 1. 
Sections I 0.4.4 and I 3.2.4 ). 

(5) Processes IV, IV' describe energy conversions between plasma in lhe inner 
region5 of the magnetosphere (ri ng currcnr. plasma torus) and the nearly dipolar 

but perturbed magnetic field. Process IV represents the defonnation of tJ1e mag

netic field by plasma pressure in the ring current region as well as by corotational 

sLresses. Process IV' , in turn, represents energization of the plasma by adiabatic 

compression during inward transport related to the distorted poloiclal magnetic field 
(rather than to the magnetotail field. as in process rr; the distinction between the 
two is nOL always c lear-cut). 

(6) Process IV" is conver<;ion of magnetic energy into heating of the atmosphere. 

via the ionosphere and the aurora, analogous to process II' but taking energy from 

the distorted magnetic field in the outer magnetosphere rather than from the mag
netotail or the wrapped-up azimuthal field. The related auroral processes may be 
important for substorm onset (Seclion I 0.6). 

(7) Energy sinks: loss of magnetic and mechanical energy by outOow down the 

magnetotail (processes Il l, 111', lIJ'') and loss of magnetic energy by ionospheric 
and auroral prm:csses into the atmosphere (processes Il'. IV") have already been 

discussed. In addition. mechanical energy of plasma in the magnetosphere is lost 

to the atmosphere by particle precipitation (process V); it is lost to "infinity" by 

escape of fast neutrals from charge exchange (process V') and by electromagnetic 

radiation (process V''). In the case of the lo lorus at Jupiter. radiation (mainly UV) 
produced by atomic/molecular col fo~ion and excitation processes carries an amount 

of energy that is significant (po~sibly even dominant) for the magneto!:>pheric 

energy budget (Thomas et al., 2004, and references therein). Electromagnetic radi· 

ation from the atmosphere (including auroral emjssions) is not shown in Fig. 10.4. 
the power involved being in general negligible on the scale of the magnetospheric 

energy budget; discussions of energy supply in the aurora usually refer to energy 

in the precipitating particles that excite the auroral emissions, not energy in the 
emissions themselves. 
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(S) Processes 0 extract energy from bulk flow but do not put it into the 
niagneto~phere. For the ~olar wind source. the net energy extracted from bulk flow 

as rhe solar wind is slowed down and forced to go around the magnetospheric 

obstacle represents the power expended in irreversible heating of solar wind plasma 

at the bow shocl-: when the plasma that has been compressed and heated at the 
boW shock expands far downstream to its initial (ambient solar wind) pressure, 

it bas a higher temperature (because of the increase of the entropy) and hence (by 

Bernoulli's law) a slower velocity. For the planetary-rotation source, the torque that 

extract~ energy from rotation is transmitted by magnetic stresses. which can act 

only as far as the bottom of the ionosphere; farther down. between the ionosphere 

und rhe planet, the torque must be transmitted purely by stresses in the neutral 

medium - effective viscous stresses from velocity shear. accompanied in general 

by energy dissipation and thus heating of the neutral atmosphere. In both cases. 
the power involved may exceed by an order of magnitude the entire energy input 

into the magneto<;phere. This is most obvious for Earth. where (see Section I 0.4.1) 

fMP exceeds FMr typieully by a factor "" 10; for Jupiter, this is suggested by the 

inference that when ionospheric plasma slips relative to corotation. the neutral 

atmosphere very nearly moves together with the plasma (Huang and Hill. 1989; 

Pontius. I 995 ). implying a large velocity shear below the ionosphere. Processes 0 
may thuc; constitute the largest energy dissipation processes in the entire interaction 

of the solar wind with a magnetired planet. 

10.4.4 Overview of rates and constraints 

It is of interest to con~ider what can be said about the energy conversion rate1> 
for the various paths or Fig. J 0.4 in the two extreme cases, solar wind energy 

~ource (Earth) and planetary-rotation energy source with planetary-moon mass 

source (Jupiter), with particular attention to the constraining proce!>ses; these play 

an essential role in the origin of time-varying energy releases discussed in Sections 

10.5, 10.6.and 10.7. 

( 1) Solar-wind-dominated magnetosphere The total power P101a1 suppl ied by 

the solar wind energy source can be considered to be a known quantity, fixed by the 

olar wind parameters and the siLe of the magnetosphere; in order of magnitude it 

is equal to the llux of solar wind kinetic energy through an area equal to the cross 
~ection of the magnetotail, ~p5,., (vw. )3 AT. The power in paths 0.,,... and I is fixed by 

force balance considerations: Po< and P1 are obtained from Eq. ( I 0. 11) with F 
SW} 

set equal to FMP and F,,ff. respeclively. This gives Po,,w, nearly equal to (but of 

necessity slightly less than) 'Ptoial· as discussed in Section I 0.4.3. and P1 equal to 

P,w or Eq. ( lO. 16), smaller than Pu,ial by an order of magnitude and determined to 
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a large extent by the amount of open magnetic flux"' BTAT, in agreement with the 
discussion of Section I 0.4.2. 

For the remaining paths, there are no obvious general estimates of the expected 
power. There have been numerous empirical estimaces, however, of the power in 

paths 11 and JI', along with a search for its dependence on solar wind parameters 
(e.g. Weis:. er al .. 1992; Koskinen ancl Tanskanen, 2002. and references therei ) n. 
The ratio P11/Prr of dissipated to stored energy is uncertain (estimates range from 
""0. 1 to >0.5), and most studies concentrate on the sum Pu+ Pu'. which is found 

to vary with the rate of open magnetic flux transport, similarly to P1 on the aver

age. Several empirical fonnulas fo r the dependence on solar wind parameters have 

been proposed (Burton et al., 1975; Perrault and Akasofu, 1978, and others; review 
by Gonzalez, 1990): the differences are not very significant in view of the uncer

tainries. The magnitude of 'P11 + Pw. however, is in general nearly an order of 
magnitude smaller than P1 estimated from Eq. (I 0. J 6), for comparable solar wiJtd 

conditions. This implies that. at least on the average. a large part of the power p
1 

supplied to the magnetosphere escapes down the magnetotail. via paths lll<~w> and 

m', and only a fraction enters near-Earth space - the space weather effects dis
cus ·ed in Chapter 2 are produced by something like a small percentage of the total 
power in the solar wind interaction with the Earth ~ystcm. 

(2) Rotation-dominated magnetosphere with internal mass source In thi~ 
ca~e. Lhe total power supplied by the rotational energy source cannot be considered 

a quanrity known a priori: it is determined by the applied torque, which depend~ 
in detail on the dynamics of the magnetosphere (in contrast to the solar wind case. 

where the mere deflection of the solar wind specifics the dominant force). What 

can be considered as known is the internal mass source of the magnetosphere: the 

total rate Sor mass (not energy) flow associated with path Ill'. The requirement of 
outward transport of ma~s S determi nes. among other magnetospheric parameters. 
the torque and thence, by Eq. ( 10. 12), the total power 'Pro1 extracted from planetary 

rotation. An example is provided by the simple model of Eq. ( 10.13) in which RH. 
given by Eq. ( 10.23) in Vol. I. itself depends on Sand other magnetospheric and 
ionospheric parameters. Note that the ])Owcr alorJO' 1Jath -P,1• direct heating of 

b '(ml>~ 

the atmosphere, is contained in the total. leaving only the difference Prnr - 'Po, .... 
as the power <;uppliecl to the magnetosphere. Because plasma flow b coupled to 

magnetic flux transport, maintaining the given outflow S imposes self-consistency 
constraints on other energy flow paths besides ID'. 

At Jupiter, the average loss rates of energy by radiation (path V") and by escape 

of neut.ral particles (path V') have been empirically determined and the associated 

collisional/radiative processes extensively modeled (Thomas et al. , 2004; Vol. l. 
Chapter 10 and references therein). The energy loss in precipitating particles thar 
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produce rhe observed aurora has also been empirically estimated (Clarke et al., 

2004. and references there in); the main auroral oval is generally attributed to 

Birkeland currents of partially corotating plasma (Cowley and Bunce. 200 I ; Hill, 
JOO]) and is thus part of path 11'. Little can a~ yet be said about power in paths I 
and Ii. other than inferences from summing the empirical loss rates. 

10.5 What leads to explosive eneq,,ry releases? 

The discussion so far ha ignored time variations and bas proceeded on the tacit 

assumptions that all the energy supply, conversion, and dissipation processes are 

more or less in balance. There is no general requirement for this to be the case, 
and in fact often it i-; not the case. as evidenced by the occurrence of rapid or even 

explosive processes (e.g. suhstom1 onset at Earth). Energy balance presupposes a 
more general equilibrium or the entire system; as the system evolves in response to. 

for instance, the changing external boundary. the variou) terms initially in balance 

may change differently, so that the system no longer is in equilibrium but varies in 

time (possibly much faster than the variation of the boundary conditions). 
The prototypical example is kinetic energy from the solar wind being converted 

into magnetic energy of the magnetmai l at an increased rate due to enhanced day

side reconnection (in response to changed solar wind conditions), but the rate 

of removal by conversion of magnetic energy into mechanical energy of magne

tosphe1ic plasma plus escape down the magnetotail 1101 being equally enhanced 

(for reasons that need to be identified). Jn this case, the magnetic energy reservoir 
increases with time and reaches a point at which (again, for reason that need to be 

identified) the magnetic energy content can no longer be maintained but mu. t be 

converted to other forms. 

10.5.1 Magnetic topological changes 

As noted in Section 10.4.2. magnetic tlux transport and the increase of magnetic 

energy by stretchi ng the field play an imponant role in supplying energy to the 

magnetosphere. Non-equilibrium configurations of the magnelotail that change 

the magnetic topology and allow different paths of flux transport are therefore 
of particular interest. (For a discussion of magnetic topology, see e.g. Vol. 1. 
Chapter 4.) 

A simple sketch of a model widely invoked to interpre t magnerospheric sub

storms at Earth is shown in Fig. I 0.5 (Vasyliunas. 1976), which displays a time 

sequence of magnetospheric configurations. Each panel shows the magnetic field 
line configuration in the noon-midnight meridian plane (left) as well as the con

figuration of magnetic singular X- and 0-lines in the equatorial plane (right) 
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Fig. 10.5. Possible changes of the magnetic field topology in the magnetotail of 
a solar-wind-dorni nated magnetosphere. The diagram (from Yasyliunas, 1976) is 
shown rotated to facili tate comparisons with diagrams of filament eruptions in 
e.g. Chapter 6: the solar wind here blows from bouom to cop, rather than from left 
to tight as in the original and in the analogous figures of Vol. l, Chapter I 0. Each 
panel in the sequence shows a side view of the magnetic field (Jett), the outline 
of the X-lines seen from above the north pole (right), and a top-down view of the 
mapping of the reconnection region onto the Earth (top). 

and projected to the ionosphere (top); the equatorial projection, absent in many 
later versions (e.g. Hones, J 977), is essential for describing the three-dimensional 
structure of the magnetic field. Panel l is the simplest topology of the open 
magnetosphere (cf., e.g .. Fig. 10.3 in Vol. I). In panel 2, a small volume usually 
called a plasmoid appears deep within the closed-field-line region, bounded on the 
earthward side by a newly formed near-Earth X-line (NEXL) and threaded by mag
netic field Jines that encircle the attached 0-line; ideally, the field lines are confined 
within the plasmoid and corrnect neither to the Earth nor to the solar wind (what the 
real topology is, however, is still uncertain). For the ideal topology, the plasmoid 
can be visualized in three dimensions as shaped roughly like a banana, oriented 
approximately dawn to dusk and tapering to zero thickness at both ends, with the 
X-line on its surface and the 0-line running through the middle of its volume. The 
plasmoid grows (panel 3) by magnetic reconnection unti l it touches the separatrix 
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of the open field lines (panel 4, onset of lobe reconnection); afterwards (panel 5), 
the plasmoid is on interplanetary field lines and is carried away (presumably) by 

the solar wind . 
A model of topological changes for a rotation-dominated magnetosphere has 

been developed (Vasyliunas, 1983) and likewise widely invoked to interpret events 
at Jupiter and Saturn believed analogous to magnetospheric substorms at Earth. 
Shown in Fig. 10.7 in Vol. I, it is .in essence a direct adaptation of Fig. 10.5, dif
ferent only in three respects: ( l) the time sequence has been translated into an 
aLimuthal-angle sequence, (2) field lines are stretched by the outflow of plasma 
from an internal magnetospheric source (planetary/magnetospheric wind) rather 
than by the flow of the solar wind past the rnagnerosphere, (3) there are no coun
terparts to panels 4 and 5, since field lines connected to the solar wind are nol 

considered. 
Numerous examples of magnetic topological changes, some similar to those of 

Fig. 10.5, others more complicated (possible in the absence of a strongly constrain
. ing planetary dipole field) have been discussed in relation to solar flares and coronal 
mass ejections (see Chapter 6). 

I 0.5.2 Role of imtabilities 

Instabilities have attracted much attention as a possible way of inducing rapid 
change from equili brium to non-equilibrium configurations - an alternative to 
straightforward evolution to non-equilibrium as the result of changing bound
ary conditions. (Actually, the two possibil ities are related: if a system evolves 
from equilibrium to non-equilibrium, the configuration at the transition point is 
one of unstable equilibrium.) Specific types of instabilities have been invoked 
to interpret particular aspects of rapid energy conversion processes in planetary 
magnetospheres. especially at Earth. 

(1) Tearing-mode instabilities ''Tearing mode" is a generic term for instabili
ties that result in the reconnection of initially oppositely directed magnetic fields. 
They are obvious candidates for initiating topological changes of the magnetotail 
(in particular, those envisaged in Fig. 10.5), as proposed by Schindler (1974) and 
others; see e.g. Wang and Bbattacharjee (1993); Chapter IO of Schindler (2007), 
and references therein. 

(2) Current-driven instabilities The concept that a sufficiently intense electTic 
current may bring about its own breakdown, by creating conditions that impede 
<.:UJTent flow, was first suggested by Alfven and Carlquist ( 1967) as a model for 
solar fl.ares. Under the name "current disruption" it has been widely discussed as 
a model for substorm onset and expansion. Various instabilities that develop when 
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the current density exceeds some threshold value have been proposed; see e.g. Lui 
( 1996. 2004 ), and references therein. 

(3) Interchange and ballooning instabilities Interchange instabili ties that 

do not appreciably change the magnetic field are thought to be essential for 
plasma transport in rotation-dominated rnagnetospheres (see Vol. I, Sections 10.5.2 
and 13.2.1 ). Ballooning instabilities can be viewed roughly as interchange that 

does change the magnetic field. As a model for substorms, they have been invoked 

particularly at the transition between the dipole field and the magnelotail, in sev
eral variants; see e.g. Hurricane et al. (1998), Samson (1998), Cheng (2004), and 
references therein. 

10.6 Applications: Earth 

Fundamentally, time-varying energy conversion events in the magnetosphere are 

produced when the various energy-flow paths in Fig. l 0.4 are not in balance. The 

task is to unde rstand which paths are out of balance, on what time scales, and for 
what physicaJ reasons. The fact that the incident solar wind is itself always varying 

on many different time scales ensures the occun-ence of a whole spectrum of ttmc
varying rnagnetospheric phenomena, but it also makes it difficult to determine the 
ex.tent to which they are governed either by internal dynamics of the magnetosphere 

or by changing solar wind condirions. 

10.6.J Magnetospheric substorms 

The phenomenological description of the magnetospheric substorm (sketched 

brietly in Section I 0.2) leads to a physical description that can be summarized 

(equaUy briefly) as a two-stage process. Stage I (growth phase): as a consequence 

of a southward interplaJ1etary magnetic field, the configuration of rhe magneto
sphere changes, its magnetic field becoming highly stretched (increased magnetic 

flux in the magnetotail, reduced flux in the nightside equatorial region). Stage 2 
(ex.pansion phase, initiated by the onset): the magnetic field changes to more nearly 

dipolar (increased flux on the nightside), and there is enhanced energy input and 

dissipation to the inner magnetosphere and the ionosphere/atmosphere; the proces!. 
occurs on dynamical time scales (comparable to or shorter than wave travel limes) 

and is accompanied (most probably) by changes of magnetic topology. . 
Jn terms of energy flow paths of Fig. I 0.4: during stage 1, P 1 (power in path 1) 15 

enhanced and is appreciably larger than the sum Pu + Pu' + 'PUJ1,"l . During stage 

2, Pn and parti.cularly Pw aJ·e enhanced; Pm«wi and Pui' presumably are enhanced 

in connection with topological changes exemplified by Fig. 10.5. 
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The substorm growth phase is in essence the increase of open magnetic flux 

in the magnetosphere, which occurs for a two-fold reason. First. the flux addition 
rate at the dayside reconnection region increases as the solar wind transports more 

magnetic flux, of the sense opposite to the terrestrial dipole flux, toward the mag

netosphere; the reasons for this are assumed to lie in the physics of magnetic 

reconnection (e.g. Vol. [, Chapter 5). Second, lhe flux return rate at the nightside 

reconnection region does not increase to match the addition rate; the reasons for 
this are nor at all well understood. One obvious possibility is to assume that the 

nightside reconnection rate is controlled by local solar wind conditions, just like 
the dayside rate. so that any increase is delayed by the solar wind flow time to reach 

the distant X-line of the open magnetosphere (e.g. Fig. 10.3 in Vol. I), but this is 

unlikely for at least two reasons: (a) in most models, the distant X -line is located 

well within the magnetotail, nor in direct contacr with solar wind plasma; (b) any 

effect of enhanced dayside reconnection can be communicated to the magnetotai l 

by wave propagation within the magnetosphere much faster than by advection in 

the solar wind. Another possibi li ty is related to stress balance in the magneto lail : 

the earthward-directed magnetic tension force is opposed by a tailward-directed 
total (plasma plus field) pressure gradient force, which may in1pede the earthward 

flow of plasma and hence the return of magnetic flux. Within the magnetosphere, 

tl1e net effect of the substorm growth phase is to remove magnetic flux from the 

nightside magnetosphere by flow toward the dayside reconnection region and to 

add magnetic flux to the magnel:otail (enhanced stretching of magnetotail field 
lines). 

The substorm expansion phase does return the magnetic flux, rapidly and spec
tacularly, from tbe magnetotai l to the nightsicle magnetosphere (dipolarization of a 

previously stretched tail-like field); given that plasma in the magnetotail beyond 

a distance typicaJly "-'15-20 Earth radii is observed to flow away from Earth, 

the proces~ must almost unavoidably proceed by topological changes of the type 
sketched in Fig. 10.5. The energy input into plasma, energetic charged particles, 

and the aumra can be largely accounted for by adiabatic compression and Birke
land current effects. What remains highly controversial is how does the process 

Stan and why is it so sudden and catastrophic. Two distinct views have been in 

contention for decades. One (commonly, albeit inaccurately, called "current dis

ruption model" or sometimes "inside-out scenario") postulates that the substorm 
onset begins deep within the magnetosphere, al or near the interface between the 

tail-like and the di polar magnetic fields. most like! y as a result of one or more of the 

cun-ent-driven or baUooning instabilities mentioned in Section J0.5.2; topological 
changes of the magnetotail are regarded as consequences of the onset. The other 

C<NEXL model" or "outside-in scenario") postulates the topological sequence 

of Fig. 10.5 (or some equivalent) as the essential phenomenon and regards the 
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inner-magnetosphere and auroral effects as consequences; the onset itself i~ 

identified either with the appearance of the plasmoid (panel 2) or, less coinmonl}'. 
with the onset of lobe reconnection (panel 4). For references and dbcussion of 
physical issues distinguishing the models. see e.g. Vasyliunas (1998). 

A further complication is the question of external versus internal intluenccx. 
That the growth phase is ini tiated by changing solar wind cond itions is the con en
sus view. The onset and expansion phase, on the other hnnd. arc regarded by the 
majority as basically the result of internal dynamical processes, although subject 
to solar wi nd infl uences (e.g. if the system is evolving toward in!-.cability. it may 
be pushed over the threshold by a change in the solar wind). A substantial minor
ity. however. cons iders the substonn onset intrisica lly as triggered by a solar wind 
change (typically roward a more northward interplanetary magnetic field). 

10.6.2 Magnetic storms 

Our underslanding or magnetic storms has been decis ive ly influenced by a rernar~
able Lheorctical rcsulc. che Dessler-Parker- Sckopke theorem. which relates the 
external magnetic fi eld at the location of a dipole lo properties of the plasma 
trapped in the field of the dipole. First derived by Dessler and Parker ( 1959) for spe
cial pitch-angle distributions and extended to any distribution by Sckopke ( 1966). 
the theorem stares that b (O). the magnetic disturbance field of external origin at the 
location of a dipole of moment µ, , satisfies 

µ, · b {O) = 2UK. (10.18) 

where UK is the total kinetic energy content of plasma in the magnetosphere. What 
is remarkable is that the righc-hand side does not depend on the <;pacia l distribmion. 
the partition between bulk-flow and thermal energy, or any properties of the energy 
spectrum. 

Originally derived by Biot-Savart integration of axially symmetric drift currents, 
the theorem was subsequently derived from a virial-theorem argument and thereby 
considerably generalized, with the addition of a few terms on the right-hand side 
(which, however. arc mostly ignored in practice except for a negative contribution 
fro m solar wind dynamic pressure, P~w v?w); see Carovillano and Siscoe (1973), 
Vasyliunas (2006), and references therein. 

Although b (O) nominally is evaluated at the center of the Earth, it is also equal to 
the (vector) average of b (r ) over the surface of the globe (by a theorem for solutions 
of Laplace's equation. satisfied within the globe by each Ca11esian component). 
The 0, t index is the average, over a low-latitude strip of the globe, of the dis
turbance field component aligned with the dipole; after some corrections (chiefl y 
removing the contribution from induced earth currents), - Dst may be considered 
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a reasonable proxy for the left-hand side of Eq. ( I 0.18), as long as Ost < 0. The 
oessler-Parker-Sckopke theorem then provides a method of inferring the plasma 
energy content - the energy contained in the box "plasma mechanical energy'' in 
fig. l0.4 - simply from the value of the Ost index. (The empirical estimates of Pn 
mentioned in Section 10.2 were obtained largely by this method from observed 
rime variations of Ost.) Direct in situ observations have established that the greater 
part of the energy resides in what is called the ring current region (see Vol. L 
Section I 0.5.3). 

Geomagnetic storms, pruticu larly the intense ones, are characterized by unusu
ally large amounts of energy stored as mechanical energy of plasma in the ring 
current region, in comparison to other scorage regions. This implies that during the 
development of an intense storm the power in path n is unusually large, on the aver
age. Whether this enhanced conversion rale from magnetic energy into mechanical 
energy of ring current plasma results from a different interaction process or simply 
from a different time sequence of solar wind parameters is an unresolved ques
tion. More specifically. can the energy for storms be suplied by a sequence of 
substorms (perhaps unusually frequent and/or unusually intense). or is some other 
process required? A related question is that of geoe1fectiveness: when interplane
tary structures such as CMEs (~ee e.g. Chapter 6) impi nge on the Eanh. under what 
conditions do they produce intense magnetic stonns? (prolonged southward B~Y. is 
one thal is well estnblished). For discussion and references. see e.g. Tsurutani el al. 
( 1997). Kami de er al. ( 1998), and Song et al. (200 J ). 

10.7 Applications: othe1· planets 

10.7.1 Survey of processes 

Our knowledge of energy conversion processes in the magnetosphere of planets 
other than Eanh is strongly cond itioned by available observations. For the most 
part, these are measurements of magnetic fields and charged pa11icles by instru
ments on spacecraft on flyby trajectories and, more recently, in orbit around the 
planet. (Remote sensing. e.g. of the aurora. is mostly limited to special campaigns; 
sufficient observations have been accumulated LO establish a reasonable picture of 
the general morphology of aurora at Jupiter and Saturn, but detai led studies of 
the time-varying aspects, with the use of concurrent in si1u observations. are just 
beginning.) Energy conversion events observed at other planets so far have been 
generally classified as analogous or al least similar to terrestrial magnetosphcric 
substorms, on the basis of features in the data that resemble what is observed at 
Eanh. 

Substorm-1ike events were first dcc;cribcd at Mercury (Siscoe et al .. 1975); they 
occurred during the fi rsl Mariner I 0 nyby in 1974 and were identified on the basis 
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of observed energetic electron and magnetic field change!> lhat were similar in 
aJmost every respect to subscorm-related changes in the Earth ·s magneloLail. except 
for a much shorter time scale ('---20 times faster at Mercury than at Earth) Th' . 

• IS IS 
~n agreemeni with rhe s_upposition that the ma~n~tosphere of Mercury is es~cntiall> 
JU~l a <;caled-down version of that of Earth (Og1lv1e et al., J 977). (Note: results from 
the Messenger spacecraft currently in orbit around Mercury are juM beginning to 
be available and have not been taken into account in writing this chapter.) 

The magnetosphere of Uranus has been investigated only once. during the flyb) 
of Voyager 2 in 1986. Observed temporaJ variations of plasma (McNutt et al .. 
1987), energetic particles (Mauk et al., 1987). and magnetic field (Behannon et al .. 
1987) were interpreted (on the basis of similarity to observations at Ea11h) as 
suggestive of substorm-Jike events. 

By contrast, at Jupiter the extensive data set. from six flybys and above all from 
the Galileo orbite r, has made it possible to establish unambiguously the existence 
of characteristic energy conversion events and to determine their main features. 
These indude: magnetic fie ld change, first stretched or more tail-li ke, followed 
by relaxed or more nearly di polar: enhanced plasma flow along approximately the 
radial direction, alternating between toward and away from the planet; increase 
of energetic particle intensities, interpreted as heating of the plasma. The duration 
of an event is typically one to a few hours; there is some indication of a possible 
recurrence tendency at an interval of a few days. The most common interpretation 
is that the c are rotmional counterpans of the terrestrial substorm. involving topo
logical changes similar to those of Fig. 10.5 but driven by the rotational c;tressc~ 
of outflowing plasma rather than by the solar wind drag on open field line!>, hence 
described by some var iant (possibly time-dependent or small-scale) of Fig. 10.7 in 
Vol. 1. For references and more detailed description see e.g. Krupp et al. (2004); T 
discuss the physics of the energy conversion briefly in Section I 0. 7.2. 

At San1rn, fo llowing two flybys . the accumulation of data by the Cassini orbiter 
is still in progress. Substom1-like events quite similar to those at Jupiter and inter
pn:ted by the same basic concepts have been reported (Jackman et al., 2007; Hill 
et al. , 2008). 

10.7.2 Analogs of magnetospheric substorms in strongly rotating 
magnetospheres 

Because the observations at Jupiter and Saturn suggest that the substorm-like 
events may represent a two-stage process, we may ask how this can be accounted 
for by imbalances of paths in the energy flow diagram, Fig. l 0.4. [n a rotacion
dominated magnetosphere with internal mass source, the rate of mass flow S along 
path TIT' may be considered as given (Section 10.4.4). Plasma outftow carries 
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onetic flux with it and would (in the absence of flux rerurn) increase the energy ma,, 
in the magnetic field by strecching the field lines: hence the outward transpo11 mag-
netic flux may be associated with path TV and the return ftux with path l V'. An 

explosive energy release can now occur in a way that cl~sely. paraJl~ls the two 
staoes of rhe tcrrc!>trial magneto~pheric substorm a!> described rn Section I 0.6.1 : 
firs~ magnetic ftux i!> transported outward, but the return ftux is impeded, for a 
eason to be identified (pol>sibly by the adverse pressure gradient of a stretched-

r fl . 
out field. as discussed for Earth); second, a fast return of the accumulated -ux is 
initiated by some process. to be identified (possibly an instability of some type). 

10.8 Concluding remarks 

Magnetospheric substom1s at Earth, analogous events at Jupiter and Saturn, and 
solar flares and other events discussed in Chapter 6. most of which are intei:
preted as explosive releases of energy stored in the magnetic field, may perhaps be 
viewed as manifestations of an underlying universal process, which r summarize 
tentatively as follows: 

(1) The process occurs in two l>teps: first, mechanical stresses deform the mag
netic field (on the Sun. the emergence of new fl ux - as fl ux ropes - from below 
the surface. associated. of course. with a plasma flow, often plays a part in this 
active-region environment) into a configuration of increased energy: second. the 
magnetic configuration becomes unsustainable and changes quickly. releasing the 
energy. Both step!> are in general associated with magnetic topological changes. 

(2) In most cases, the mechanical stress is related to plasma flow. which trans
ports magnetic flux and. with field lines attached to a massive body. increa!>es the 
magnetic energy. 

(3) Why the magnetic configuration becomes unsustainable and what causes 
the quick change remain high ly disputed quest.ions; many possibilities c<m be 
imagined, and there may not be a universal answer. 

(4) A potentially universal aspect is magnetic flux return: inability to return the 
flux smoothly seems to play a role (for Earth at least). 


